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Technica1 1\focting of the Institution 

held ~t 

The Institution of Electrical Engineers 

,vcdnesrlay, February 4th, 1959 

The Presideut (Mr. J F H. TYLEl(,1 in thC' cliair 

The minutes of the Technical Meeting held at the ln-;titution of Electri1:al Engineers, 
London, on \Vedneslla_\·, Januan' 1-±th, 1959 were read and appnl\"ed. 

The President introducrtl and welcomed to the rneeliug Messrs. J. Hallett and G. T. 
N.owe (Associa!t•s), l\.h. \\'.A.Coover /Technician 1\-iemlwr), and l\'lessrs. K. Bowdcll, \Y. G. 
Budd_v, J. G. Dvke:;, D. A. Evan~, C. Hak, H. D. Heard, C. ;\.Hobson,;\. Jones, A. P. We~l 
and:\. T. \Villiams (Student~) ,ill of whom w1:n.: present for thr first timr since their election 
to mcmlwrship. 

The President announced the 11,wws of those who !tad hee11 ,-ucce,,sful in the Institution's 
examination lwld in October 1958. Yiz. · l\:les~rs. N. F. !frccl (Passed with distinction), 
D. M. Hall, P. G. Law, IV!. \Y. Heaton,\". (. Je~~ani and S. C. Yip (Pas.~ed). 

Thr President requested that, in onlrr to ac.si.~t the :c-tt>nograplwr, conlrihutors to the 
di,-cu,;simh at techllical meeting~ -;houkl first gin' their 11arnes an abo tlmt congratulations 
and co1n].1limrnt-; to tlll' author ,;houlrl lw cunlint'd to tlw fir~t ~pcakcr. 

The President tlwn 1wp1e~le<l }fr. 0. S. Nock (l\'kmhrr} to rra<l his paper entitled" The 
Protection of L1.cing Points··-,\ Surn-y of 1~raetirc at Honw and Ovrrseas.'· 

The Protection of Facing Points 
A Survey of Practice at Home and Overseas 

By 0. S. ::--JOCK (l\·:kmberJ 

In Llilwar operation !ocla_v facing points 
arC' su nnmerous and so commonphc(' a 
fratnrc tliat it is hard to conceive of Cl time 
,,·hen engineers crnd railway opcrati1ig rnen 
alike did all lhev coul<l to avoid thL· need 
for installi11g thrm, ,wd the traffir depart
ments accept<'d ao: normal inccmYenicncr·s 
in working that would he rego.rded as well
nigh intoleral)k I or.lay. Tu finrl sm:11 a 
period orw does not need to go hack to the 
time of the l"ir,-;1-railwa:v pioneers, to the 
Strphensons, Locke, and Brunel. In 1876, 
fifty-one y<'ars after the opening of the first 
public railway in the world, the la~t ol the 
trunk routrs from England to Scotland was 
compktC'd by opening of the }Iidlaud 
Railway Settle and Carlisle line. It w,~~ 
t.l1en considered the last word in railway 
construetional vractiee, and yet in its 
length of 7;-; miles, br,tv,•ee11 the point of 
chvergencc from the Leeds to Lancaster 
line and tlic immediate approach to 

Carlisle there was not one pair of facing 
pomts. It is tnw that there was ollly one 
branch from this new main route, l.1ut with 
the expc·rtation of rnud1 new traffic the 
i11termcdiatc stations were laid ont with 
comprehrnsiYe siding accommodation. 
Through the ahsencr. of facing 1-1oints, 
howc\·er, if freig:ht trains had to l)e berthed 
clear of the m.i:in line, clearance could be 
obtained only b_v the cumhersome proce~s 
of drawing ahead, and thl'n setting back 
into onr or other of the sidings. As recent
iv as 19-±5 it was not unnsnal on that 
r'oute to see freight trains propelled back 
on:r a trailing crossuver to stand 011 the 
mc1.in liue for the opposite direction in 
order to dear tlw way for a faster train. 

\Vhile the attitude of many high-ranking
railway officers was to ,n·oid the use of 
faci11g points, there were others \vho 
rmliserl !11at the problem could not be 
evaded inddinitcly. In ,my cao:f', while it 
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might be possible to avoid their use on 
long strrtches of fast running main line 
such tactics were quite impossible in busy 
suburban areas, particularly in such com
plirnted groups of passenger lines as those 
running immediately south of the Thames, 
in the London area. By the year 1880 
apparatus for the protection of facing points 
was being designed in considerable variety, 
and a chronological record of inventions 
for this purpose is to be found in the most 
intcr<esting paper presented to this Institu
tion in 19:;6 by the late Ralph S. Griffiths. 
1fodern practice has progressed a long way 
beyond the purely mechanical devices 
covered in this earlier paper, and the present 
author has attempted to give a broad 
survey of practice at home and overseas, 
with some account of the steps that led to 
present standards and the marked trend of 
future practice. Clearly, it would be im
possibk to describe in detail the apparatus 
used on all railways, on many o[ which 
there are variations upon the general 
practice prevailing, designed to suit local 
conditions. But an endeavour has been 
mad(; to C;mphasise the major differences of 
outlook, principle and practice that exist 
today, without coming do-.,vn upon one 
side or the other uyer various features that 
know11 to be definitely controversial. 
rhc historical background is unusually 
interesting just now, in view of modem 
tendencies to move away from the simple 
plur1ger lock; and in beginning this 
surn:y it is worth taking a look at a few of 
the more outstanding of the early ar
rangements. 

Early Point Locks 
The design of points and crossings, 

and the maintenance of the road in good 
order is the province of the Civil Engineer 
-" The Engineer," as the officer was 
knov.n in earlier railwav davs, when not 
even the locomotive del)artlllent had the 
dignity of a man styled "engineer" at 
its head. All the earliest work on signall
ing was dune under the supervision of the 
civil engineer, and at that time signals and 
point working formed no more than a 
minor part of his responsibilities. Yet on 
the other hand, it is very interesting to 
find that the first patent that can be traced 
appertaining in any way to the protection 
of facing points was filed by a locomotive 
ma11, in 1866, by \Villiam Stroudley, the 
Locomotive Superintendent of the London 

Brighton and. South Coa5t Railway. How 
this came about is a matter for conjecture; 
but Strouclley was a man who took an 
almost personal interest in every loco
motive on his line, and it may have been 
the frequency of derailments, and. the 
damage caused to his machines that led to 
this invention. Derailments at points 
were caused by the points not dosing 
properly, and apart from every other con
sideration the most logical thing to do 
was to hold the switch in its correct position 
in relation to the stock 1ail. Stroudley 
used a cup-5hapcd slider, mounted on the 
rail, and when this was moved towards the 
~witch it fitted snugly over the blade and 
held it tight against the rail (see fig 1). 

SLIDING WEDGES 

\ 

LJ 
Fig. I Strouc!ley Point Lock 

This device appears to have had no c011-
nection of any kind with the signalliug 
apparatus; one form of it had separate 
levers for each switch, with the rocker shafts 
for actuating the sliders on the same axis, 
and one working inside the other. Another 
early device in which the switches were 
locked individually against their respective 
stock rails was brought out a few years 
later bv the firm of McKenzie, Clunes & 
Holland; this included a rotating cam, 
linking up with the locking bars, which 
pressed against the switch blade and held 
it locked against the stock rail. 

The year 1874 found the Institution of 
Civil .Engineers discussing the matter, and 
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the !'resident, Mr. T. E. Harrison, then 
Chief Engineer of the :North Eastern 
Railwa:v, said: "There is nothing more 
urgently needed than a complete facing 
point lock protection by wedges, or by 
other mechanical contrivance which would 
enable trains to run onr it at full speed. 
I have so great a horror of facing points, 
knowing the accidents occurring at them, 
that on the nm between York and Berwick 
for many years, except at the stations of 
Darlington and Newcastk, there were 
only three facing points in a disttrnce of 
160 miles." Harrison himself wets letter 
responsihlr for a desig11 of facing point 
lock that could l.w broadlv described .i.s a 
variation of the Stroudley arrangement. 
It is still to lie seen in one or two locations 
in the North Eastrrn H.egion of British 
Railways today. In this arrangement 
however, both wedge locks arc moved 
simultaneously by one bolt Jeyer. The 
accompanying slides, figs. 2 aud :l, show the 

action and how, when the wedge is moved 
forward it locks the closed switch, but passes 
clear of the open switch. It is indeed 
noteworthy that this early form of facing 
point lock has survived so long, and is still 
in use on passenger lines. 

These devices and some others of con
temporary origin involved mechanisms 
that might be thought intricate and elab
orate, that is, judged hythc crude standards 
that sufficed for most signalling of the 
period. They were designed to hold the 
:,witch against its ow11 rail. regardless o_f 
the position of the other switch, and 
regardless of whether the rail gauge at the 
points was accuratt'. But as the quality 
of British permaneut way impro-ved the 
apparatus used for facing point locking 
tended to get simpler. ~fany varieties of 
facing point lock were evolved in the latter 
vears of the nineteenth century, for use in 
this country and on overseas railways 
where British interests then predominated. 

Figs. 2 and 3 Harrison's wedge lock-N.E.R. only. 
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Fig. 4 Simple Plunger Lock with S.F.B. cranks 

Some were ,vcird an(l wonderful; but 
none was more generally accepted, or more 
t:vpkal of the best contemporary practice 
than the simple plunger lock. One of the 
mrlicst of these was due lo Kirby, 1,rought 
out in 1886. As with subsequent :irrangc
ments by the firms of Saxhv & Farmer 
Lt<l., hv· ::\:kKenzir. & I-Iolland Lt<l., and 
others, ·it required the use of a lock rod, 
rigidly connecting the two switch blades, 
autl the switches were bolted in one position 
or the olher by the insertion o[ a locking 
plunger. A separate lever was used for 
operation of this bolt. A typical version 
of the plunger lock is seen in fig. 4. 

:\n analvsis of the mechanism shows 
that the Switches ;ire positi-vely locked 
only in relation to their position in respect 
of the plunger box in the middle of the 
four-foot; their position in relation to the 
stock mils is determined indirectly, through 
the sleeper and the chair fastenings. The 
intei:.,rrity of the switch position against 
the stock rail thus depended to a major 
degree upon the maintenance of the per
manent way in first-class order. It might 
be argued that such a practice was un
sound, since by so doing the signal engineer 
is depending upon the work of another 
department for the s;ife working of his 

own equipment. But the safety record of 
the railways of this country O\"Cr the past 
fifty or sixty years in the negotiation of 
facing points is ample evidence that main
tenance has been of the highest standa.rds 
and has fully justified the continued lL<;e of 
a form of facing point lock that is extremely 
simple, and low in first cost. This argu
ment can well apply both ways, in tha.t 
the simpler the signalling gear in the four
foot, the easier it is to sustain high stan
dards of permanent way maintenance. 

\Yhile British practice in the eighties 
and 11inelics of last century was rnoYing 
toward<; complrtC'ness, and a high standard 
of performance the sittrntion alJroad was 
ver\· different, and we can only recall 
thc"notice that was at one time to br. found 
in si1:,'l1al ca1Jii1s on thr. former Central 
South African Railway. Far from having 
any form of facing point protection the 
adrninistrntion thought it desirable to 
post this notice in signal cabins· 

"THINK OF TIIE DANGER. 

IT lS PROHIBITED TO l'ULL 

POI~TS UND.El{ 1\ TRAIN." 
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Fig. 5 Black's Economical F.P. Lock 

Economical Working 
In this country it was appreciated 

from m1 early date that it was not enough 
to lock the points through tlw agcncv 
of a lc\·cr in the signalbox, e\·en though 
that leYer was itself locked hy the pulling 
of the sigua,l lever, lowering rhe signal 
for the appropricttC' route. It ,vas desir
ablrc to hold tlw road once the train was 
approaching, and this was done throug-h 
the agency of facing point lock bars 
(fig. 4). It was not long also before 
inventors turned their attention to means 
for avoiding use of two levers for working 
the complete facing point mrchanism
one for the bolt, and one for the job of 
shiftiJ1g the points. An interesting ex
ample of onr. such device was the Black'.s 
economical facing point lock, shown in 
fig. 5. lt was termed a "lock," thongh as 
can he seen from tlie illustration it in
cludes the mechanism for shifting the 
points. 

The crntral feature of this deYiee is the 
rotating "butterfly" member having the 
composite cam path X X X X. The 
driving rod from the cabin acts through 

the locking bar, and the well-known 
S.F.B. crank assembly that was shown in 
fig. 4, to rotatr the butterfly. The first 
part of the lever rnoYcmrnt has no effect 
on thic switch blades, since the first 
portion of tlw cam path trnYersed by thr 
rollers AA is radial. This is the phase of 
runoving the lock. Fnrther rotation of 
the butterfly bririp in the change of earn 
profile that throws the points through the 
rods Hand C. These rods ionn an i11tegral 
part o[ a solid connection from one switch 
blade to the other, acting as the stretcher 
bar. After the points fotve been thrown 
fnrtlwr rotation of the butterfly brings in 
the final phase of radial cam path and 
proyides the lock in the rrvcrse position. 

An alternative arrangrment, seen in 
fig. G, brought. out by :McKenzie & 
Hollarn! Ltd.-a joint patent of :Messrs. 
Ilolland, \Villiam Griffiths, & C. H. 
Griffiths included the use of an escape
ment crank, which has been Yerv widelv 
11s0cl not only in mechanical 01x:r<ltion b1lt 
in all elwlro-pneurnatic mechanisms in 
this countrv since 1898. lt is also intl'T
esting to fiTld at the relatively eclrly date 
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Fig. 6 McKenzie Economical F.P. Layout 

of 1892, that Charles Hodgson, of Saxby 
& Farmer Ltd., ratcnted an arrange
ment for allowing roints to be trailed. 
Reference to this will be made at a later 
stage in this paper. 

From point locking came the associated 
function of point detection, and in mech
anical working in this country the most 
generally accepted practice over many 
years has been the same, in principle, 
as that used for point locking. Proof 
that the switch is actually against the 
stock rail is obtained no more than indirect
ly, depending upon the correct positioning 
of the detector box, first in relation to 
t.he stock rail, and secondly to the plunger 
lock hox, which itself rositively deter
mines the position of the switch blades. 
Again, the justification for the continued 
use of this extremely simple mechani,srn, 
seen in fig. 7, is to be found in the high 
standards of pennanent way maintenance 
that could be relied upon in this country. 
One of the earliest uses of electricity as 
an aid to the protection of facing points 
was for detection. It is recorded that ,is 
early as the year 1889 the Northern Rail
way of France had electric detection on 
1,755 pairs of points. It was not detection 
in the sense we understand it now, hut 

rather a form of " non-correspondence" 
indicator. When the points were being 
pullrd a hell rang in the cabin; if they did 
not close properly on completion of the 
stroke of the lever the bell ,vent on ringing. 

British practice in using a solid lock 
stretcher, and a plunger lock, was follow
ed in all the Commonwealth countries, 
and in the Crown Colonies; the only 
exception was on the Central South African 
Railwav, servhig the Transvaal, where 
Dutch· practice was retained. British 
practice was followed in the United States 
and on the various British-owned rail
ways i11 South America, while in Europe it 
was also staP.darrl practice in France and 
Italy. In the two latter countries the only 
exceptions were in Alsace-Lorraine, where 
the railways were signalled in the German 
style, and in those parts of Italy that were 
part of the one-time Austro-Hungarian Em
pirt~. The simple plunger lock was standard 
in France until after the nationalisation 
of the railways, when some interesting 
developments, to be described later, took 
place. Despite established practice in 
this country, permanent way and signal 
engineers have not always seen eye to 
eye over the type of apparatus used for 
facing point protection. There arc some 
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Fig. 8 Early E.P. Point mechanism 1899 
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who maintain that the ' four-foot " is 
unquestionably the correct place for the 
facing point lock, while others would clear 
the four-foot of cvcr.v form of ,;ignalling 
gear the bettcr to facilitate p:i,.cking ol the 
sleepers in this most vitc1.l of places, and to 
facilitate adjustment an<l rnaintcnanr(' ot 
the signalli11g gear it self. 

Power Working in Britain 
In a p:iper of this kind it is aJwa\·s a 

little difficult to decide ae> lo ho,v far- one 
should preserve strict, or c,·cn reaso11clbly 
strict chronological onler, or how far to 
pnrsuc one group of de\·eloptn(;nts, and 
then retrncc steps, in history, to pick up 
;,.nothcr group in process of l'\·olution in 
other countries. The present anthor has 
chosen to take British practice in op(•rntion, 
locking, and detection ol points through 
the earlier years of power signalling 
hefore turning to the mechanical ,sign.ill~ 

ing practice eYolverl. in Germany .-ind 
followed in many other European countrirs. 

The earliest applications of power in 
Great Britain were made purely to do the 
jobs fornwrly done by mechanical rodding. 
In cntain cases, for example, Sl'}Xtrate air 
cylir.ders Wt're used for actuation of points 
and the facing point locks, thongh from 
the earliest days of electro-pneumatic 
working an adaptation of (he :\kEenzie & 
Holland butterfly crank \ms available for 
l'Conorniccli working of ckctro-pnc·nmntic 
poinls and was widely used. Jiig. 8 is a 
reproduction of a beautiful urigiual draw
ing of l899, showing one of tlw carlicst 
methods of driYing points aml lor:king bar 
from one cylimll'T, Tlw introduction of 
track circniting however, proYided a rnuch 
less cumbersome method of holding the 
road than by using facing point locking 
bars, though it wa~ some little time before 
it became generally adopted, and in the 
largr power insrnllations al Holton, Ilull, 

Fig. 9 Electro-pneumatic point layout Central London Railway 1912 
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Newcastle and Glasgow Central, all brought 
into service between 1900 and 1910, facing 
point locking bar:, were used, Perhaps 
because the pneumatic operation of points 
provided the nearest parallel to manual 
working-in the straiglit push or pull of 
the cylinder, in conformity with the push or 
pull from a mechanical locking frame
this method of power working provides 
some of the most graphic examples of the 
t,'Tatlual development of point working 
practice from the standards of lasl century. 
The economic facing point moycmenl 
readily lent itself to having a lock combined 
with it, and instearl of having the plunger 
lock in the lour-foot, it was eventuallv 
rno\·ed outside, providing one of tl;e 
earliest rxarnplcs of clearing thr "fonr
foot" of all signalling gear. \\'ith it 
eventually came the detector also. The 
particular form of detector used had a 
mechanism which detected, throngh a com
bining drvicc, the correct position of both 
points and bolt. Thr simple proving 
circuit originally used was not made up 
unless both points and bolt were in the 
correct positions. Not all the earliest 

L 

uses of the combined facing point lock and 
detector mechanism with electro-pneuma
tic working were applied from the " six
Ioot." Then, as now, the requirements of 
the London Underground railways provided 
a constant challenge to the ingenuity 
and resourr.e of signalling engineering 
designers, and the diagram, fig.~), shows an 
arrangeme11t of working used on the 
Central London Tube line, where the 
mechanism, including thr opcratirig cylin
der, is mounted in ihr confined space 
between the centre current rail and onr of 
tltc running rails. 

Re\·erting to thr use of mechanisms in 
the " six-foot " howrxer, it must be 
recorded that such attempts to rrmovc 
tl1Li signalling gear from the four-foot 
were far from being universally acclaimed, 
-quite the n·\·rrse. As recently as the 
H:l20's, opinion in many parts of Great 
Britain was strongly in favour of using a 
4-ft. lock; not nwrcly so, liut of standard
ising the R.E.C. typC of facing point lock 
for all purposes, and adapting all electrical 
or power devices to ·work ·with it, even to 
the rxtrnt of reproducing the'' in and out '' 

7 

Fig. 10 Electric Operation l.M.S.R.-(l.N.W. type switches) 1928 
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motion of the lock plunger necessary with 
non-economical manual operation. The 
resulting layouts, while enabling the 
facing point lock to he standardised as 
between power and mechanical operation, 
did involve quite a number of different 
appliances. By contrast, on those rail
ways that ado:ptcd a point and lock mach
ine, with electric detection combined, the 
result was very much neater. The accom
panying illustration, fig. 10, showing 
application of a combined electric point 
and lock machine to permanent way of the 
former London and :~forth \Vestem Rail
way, shortly after grouping, provides a 
goo<l example. 

The progress possible with power work
ing, in combination with track circuiting, 
pr.nnittrd of the operation of facing points 
at distances from the signalboxes far 
beyond the 350-yd. limit for rod worked 
points, and an interesting development of 
the early J920's was the use of hand generat
ors for pro\·i<ling power for working simple 
junctions from boxes a mile or so away. 
The pioneer case was at Charleville, on the 
former Great Southern and Western Rail
way of Ireland. There the junction box 
had been gutted during the political 
troubles of the time; but by use of the 
hand generator system it \vas found 
possible to work the entire interlocking 
from the adjacent station, and so avoid 
renewing the Lox at the actual junction. 
The accompanying slide, fig. 11, sho-ws the 
actual junction, while the signalling 
arrangements arc shown in fig.] 2. 

The Ground Track Lock 
\Vith the gradual spread of power 

signalling and the provision by power 
of safeguards that had previously been 
accomplished by purely mechanical means, 
the necessity for additional safeguards was 
becoming apparent. Originally the circuits 
were of the simplest; but as experience 
mounted it was deemed necessary to 
provide against every conceivable kind of 
failure; a broken wire, or faulty connection; 
stray curre11ts, leaking valves, and so on. 

In the provision of safety devices " prov
ing" equipment, and suchlike, it is however 
a little difficult sometimes to know just 
where to stop. The case can be likened to 
that of securing a door with a slilie bolt, 
padlocking the slide bolt, putting the pad
lock key in a locked container, at1d so on 
ad infinitum. But one additional safeguard 
towards the securing of facing points 
that has won wide acceptance is the 
provision of a ground track lock. Basic
ally, the interlocking, which provides for 
the integrity of the setting of the road 
and the clearing of the appropriate 
signals, is between the levers in the cahin; 
but if through some mischance the outside 
equipment docs not agree with the lever 
positions the effect of the locking is reduced 
to nothing at all. One of the most alarm
ing cases of this kind occurred at Lichfield, 
in 1946; there, through a chain of except
ional circumstances a point lever in a 
mechanical frame had been forced into a 
position out of correspondence with the 
lie of the points, and a disastrous accident 

Fig. t I Charleville Junction 
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Fig. 14 Ground Track lock added to point and lock detector 
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followed. Even with power signalling, 
with electric detection and with even· care 
taken in the control circuitry to "guard 
against such a mischance at its source, 
cases ha\'e occurred of points being thrown 
out of correspondence with the lever. The 
ground track lock, independently con
trolled, provides a most valuable addition
al safeguard. The plunger ads as <l posit
ive mechanical lock against removal of 
the facing point locking bolt; electrical 
release of the mat,'llet <lctuating the plnnger 
is obtained through contacts on the point 
lever, through front contacts of the 
track relays concerned, and through add
itional, independent contacts on the point 
detector. The usual point indication cir
cuit is taken through contacts in the track 
lock mechanism made only when the 
plunger is" in" (sccfig.13). 

The more usual place for the track lock, 
as it is generally known, is on thP facing 
point lock plunger, as shown in fig. 14. 
This illustrates au installation on an 
electrified road, with mcchanicallv 
operated points; but the principle can b·c 
applied equally to "six-foot " layouts, 
or those cases where a combined electric 
facing point and lock machine is used. 
The locking plunger ,vhich operates longi
tudinally inside the machine is extended 
at one end, and the track lock mechanism 
is contain<:d in an attachment bolted to the 

w 
> 

main machine casing. In the application 
of the track lock principle to all-electric 
working on the former L.M.S. railway, at 
St. Enoch station GlasgO'w, in the early 
1930's, the track lock was put, not on to 
the locking plunger, but on to the operat
ing bar of the point machine. It was felt 
drsirahk to apply the safoguard up to the 
very last moment hr fore thcmovementof the 
switch blades, even after the lock had been 
withUraw:11, but this method has not been 
used since. 

Trailable Mechanisms 
,\s long ago as the " nineties ' of last 

century the frequency of" run-throughs" 
in yards and station approaches during 
shunting operations was leading signal 
engineers to giYe serious consideration to 
apparatus that would prevent the facing 
point locks and ground gear from getting 
smashed up, bnt which would at the same 
time give a clear indication that something 
had gone amiss, and would prevent the 
points from being operated again until 
certain examinations and prnccdnrcs had 
been carried out. In 1892, Charles 
Hodgson, Managing Director of Saxby 
& Farmer Ltd., designed and JXttented 
the trailable facing point lock and operat
ing gear shown in the accompanying 
diagram, fig. 15. By means of the three-

THRE.E. STAA CRANK 

Fig, 15 Hodgson'$ Trailable facing point lock 
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pointed star crank the points were thrown 
against the stock rail, and locked when the 
ann of the crank was in line with the 
connection. If a run-through occurred 
the pressure of the wheel flange against the 
open switch would rotate the star crank 
through the appropriate connection, and 
draw the closed switch away from the 
stock rail. Th.is device was not, however, 
complete in itself. During the process of 
trailing some motion was imparted to the 
operating rod from the cabin, and Hodf,'1>on 's 
arrangements had a special attachment 
made on the point lever in the frame 
including a brass shear pin. The fracture 
of this pin, following a run-through, put the 
le,·er out of action until the vin ,vas replace
ed. But apparently the signalmen was 
allowed t.o do this job himself and contem
porary descriptions state that a supply of 
brass shear pins was as much a part of the 
signalman's equipment as lamps, red mid 
green flags, and detonators ! 

In Germany, from the '· seventies," the 
first forms of trailahle mechanism also 
included fracture pieces, just as Hodgson 
was to use many years later. But in 1881 
the firm of Schnabel & Henning of 
Bruchsal, brought out what is lwlicw,d to 
be the first trailahle mechanism that did 
not involve the nse of any breaking and 
replaceable pieces. As in Great Britain 
the design of apparatus for the protection 
of facing points was largel_y at the initia
tive of the manufacturers, and several 
variations of the Bruchsal toggle mechan
ism were used extensively in South 
Germany. One, due to Viig"ele, of Mann
heim, ,vas \vidrly used on the Bavarian 
railways, m1d \Vas to come into prominence 
at a much later period. The Jiidel toggle 
lock, now standard in Switzerland, is 
derived from the same principle. In 
this latter device, fig. 16, there is the same 
type of mechanism for providit1g the 
trailablc feature, in that pressure on the 
open switch tongue causes a crank to 
rotate; but instead of the lock being pro
vided by the rod to the closed switch 
tongue on dead centre of the star crank, 
as in the Hodgson device a, locking piece 
is <lra¥:n up behind a face on the central 
lock box, and anv movement of the closed 
switch away froni the stock rail on its own 
account would force the rod against this 
locking face. The crank mechanism 
is such that this pressure would tend to 
thrust the lock harder against the face. 

7 

l~>=====-====,IJ· ·: = 
c,c = 

Fig. 16 Ji.idel Trailable mechanism 

Again, however, as in British practice, 
this device depends for its successful 
operation on first class permanent way 
maintenance, since the extcnttowhich the 
switch is locked against the stock rail is 
entirely dependent upon the correct distance 
between the rail and the luck box. 

German Practice 
Jt is important however, not to associate 

the old firm of Jiidel exclusi\'ely with the 
toggle form of trailablc facing point lock, 
for they also made the well-k'llown Haken
-'Chloss, or hook lock. This device had its 
origin in the general repair works of the 
Prussian State Railway, at Witten, West
phalia, but it was later improwd by an 
en_s'lneer named Biissing, who was at Jli<lels 
for some time. The hook lock was stand
ard in Prussia and Saxony for yery many 
years, and it is iriteresting to recall that 
tllat this Gennan device was in many ways 
a development of the original British 
conception of facing point locking, in the 
clamping of each S¥ritch ah'<l.iust its own 
stock rail. The principle of the hook-lock 
is shown in the accompanying diagram, 
fig. 17. There is a hook member attached 
to each switch, and the operating arms of 
these hooks are connected together by a 
solid, non-adjustable rod, \Vhich is in it
self connected to the operating lever or 
mechanism. Each hook is pivotally 
mounted on the switch concerned, so that 
whrn force is applied to the operating 
rod to move the points from normal to 
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fig. 17 Diagram of Hook Lock 
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reverse the hook is rotated out of contact 
with the lock face on the hack of the 
switch until the further end engages a stop; 
then both points are moYed until the 
further one comes into contact with its 
stock rail. Further movnnent of the 
operating arm of the hook causes 
tlie locking piece to engage behind the lock 
face on the hack of the stock rail. Should 
a rnn-throug-h occur, wheel pressure on the 
oprn sv,i.tch would cause the lock on the 
closed side to be withdrawn, anrl the 
switclies moved over ,vithout damage to 
the mechanism. 

\\"ith the hook lock mechanism it will 
be appreci,ited that the effectivenrss of the 
locking of the switch against the stock rail 
depends upon the accuracy of manufacture 
of thr hook, of the switch tongue bracket 
on which the hook is pivoted, and o( the 
locking J)icce fixed to the rail. The 
diagram, fig. 18, shows the schematic 
detail of the hook, and lock piece, so that 
the constrnction at the actual point o[ 
engagement can be seen. It is of interest 
to sec an early British arrangement of 

1904 for operating a non-trailablc form of 
hook lock by aneleclro-pnenmatic cylinder, 
fig, l9. and a further illustration, fi.g. 20, 
shows a trai!ahlc layout, using a British 
design of point machine working through 
a trailable crank. This latter takes care 
of the driving-back action imparted to the 
point operating rod during the trailing 
movrrncnt, and protects the mechanism 
from damage. The hook lock mechanism 
is extensively used with double-wire oper
ation on the continent of Europe. 

Before passing on to more modern 
denlopmc11t:, some of the relative fr:atnres 
of the Jiidcl toggle lock and tlie hook 
lock mav be noted. The Jiidel apparatus 
which iS mounted in the four-foot and 
above the sleeper level is fa\·oured in 
Switzerland clS being less likely to be 
affectrd and doggrd up hy driving snow; 
and while it is dependent on first chtss 
permanent way maintenance it is not 
affected by creep of rails and switches. 
I tis tnie that adjustments have to be made 
to a nwchanism which is in the four-fool 
way, a feature which is not looked on with 
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Fig. 20 Electric operation through trailable crank 

favour in many countries today, and the 
fact that the mechanism is fairly high up 
makes it necessary to put a heavy protect
ive cover on in order to eliminate as far as 
possible damage from parts that might be 
hanging from a passing train. On the 
other hand, the hook lock has ;i.ll its gear 
well down and out of the way. As can be 
seen from the diagram, fig. 18, however, 
a true lock is only obtained when the 
curves on the hook and the locking piece 
have a common centre. The slightest 
creep upsets the adjustment, although 
the extent to which the hook lock was 
used on the continent rather suggests that 
the extent of the error could not have been 
very serious. Again it could be said that 
the hook lock depends on first-class perm
anent way maintenance, though in respect 
of the prevention of creep rather than 
maintenance of the rail gauge. 

German Developments Since World 
War I 

After the end of \Vorld \Var I, the rail
ways of the various States of Germany 
were amalgamated to form the Deutsche 
Reichbahn, and with the great variety of 
equipment to be found in the country it 
was felt essential to standardise for the 
future. Among many items considered 
hy the Buddenberg Committee was the 

debatable question of trailahle facing 
point locks. In its deliberations this 
Committee went far towards proving 
once again the old saying, "There's noth
ing new under the sun." As far back 
as the year 1907 an obscure firm-Scheidt 
& Bachmann-had made its contrib
ution towards the diversity of signal 
equipment available in Germany by de
signing yet another form of trailable 
facing point lock; but at that time the 
railways were not interested, and the idea 
was allowed to lapse without any patent 
being hcken out. But in 1928, the Bud
dcnberg Committee, having in view the 
disadvantages of both the toggle and 
hook locks then in use, set about the 
redesign of the V Ogele lock, dispensing 
·with the central casting and dividing 
it into two, wi.th a separate attaclunent 
to each switch tongue. By this means 
one secured the advantages of the hook 
lock, in having each switch clamped to its 
own stock rail, hut eliminated the troubles 
arising from creep of rails. This clamp, 
or claw lock as it is now \veil known, turned 
out to be very similar in both principle 
and detail to the Scheidt & Bachmann 
apparatus of 1907, and so it can be truly 
said that this long-forgotten and never
used inYention became in effect the Reich
balm standard, from 1930 ouwanls-purely 
by accident, for the Buddenbcrg Com-
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mitteewere apparently unaware of the earl
ier design. The clamp lock ha.s one solid 
transverse memher, directly coupled to 
the operating mechanism, which passes 
through castings fixed to each of the stock 
rails. These castings also provide 1nss
age for one end of the clamp, or claw, that 
is fixed to each of the switch rails. The 
method of ·working is shown in the accom
panying diagram, fig. 21. 

(a) left-hand s\vitch closed and locked. 
(b) movement from left to right in 

progress, right-hand switch has moved 
a certain distance, left-hand ~witch 
about to be unlocked. 

(c) both s,vitches moving. 
(d) right hand s,vitch closed a11d locked 

\Vhile both the hook lock aud the claw 
lock type of facing point mechanism 

I 

I 
Li A 

K>vc,,ss, ,_CE",OROC.H,,_,..CG,CSS 

C,n »"O 5w,;(H >OQUT "TO OS ONlQC,EO 

Fig. 2! Diagram of claw lock 

permit of a run-through in the trailing 
direction without damage to the mechanism, 
in such circumstances a complete reversal 
of the points, with locking in the reverse 
direction does not take place, and a set 
of points that ha\·e been so trailed is 
dangerous to normal traffic. A. suitable 
alarm must be given to provide notice of 
the state of the point gear, and with the 
double-wire system of operation the lever 
in the cabin, which has been moved out of 
its normal position hy the motion imparted 
to the point operating rod must not, in its 
changed position, be utilised for any re
lease of the interlocking. In a double-wire 
locking frame the tra.ilablc levers are 
fitted with a trip gear which comes into 
action during trailing, and disconnects the 
lever from the locking normally associated 
with it. There arc several types of detect
ors used with trailable point mechanisms 
that indicate, mechanically, when a run
through has taken place; in their design 
every care is taken to guard against false 
positions, in the ewnt of any part heing 
broken due to the forcing over of the 
points during the run-through. 

Electric point machines used in connec
tion with the claw lock differ in detail 
in different countries, though the princ
iples are generally the same, as follows: 

(I) \Vhatever trailable features may be 
included, the point machine and 
points must be positively locked for 
signalled movements in the facing 
direction. 

(2) The trailabk arrangements must in
clude means for withdrawing the 
lock and reversing the mechanism 
without damage, but must at the same 
timP give such notice to the signal
man that a ru.n-throngh has taken 
place as to draw his immediate atten
tion, and preYent any further move
ments of the points concerned until he 
has followed some definitely laid 
down course of action. 

There is also, of course, the clutch 
mechanism in the motor drive, to prevent 
overloading of the motor if an obstruction 
should be encountered before completion 
of stroke. This feature is not peculiar to 
trailable point machines, 

The present standard electric trailablc 
point machine of the German State Rail
ways provides a good example in which to 
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stud v how basic principles required are 
actu:illy worked out in practice. The 
motor drives through a worm to a multiple 
disc and dutch mechanism to a pinion, 
whicli is in constant and direct engagement 
with the point operating rod connected to 
the claw bar. There arc four rings in this 
mechanism: 

1. Driving 

2. \\'orm cmd dutch 

3. Cam 

4. Hol<ling. 

The driving ring is connected directly to 
the operating pinion. The inner face of 

the worm provides the surface on which 
the ordinary clutch operates; the cam 
ring is used in certain circumstances to more 
the locking levers out of engagement, and 
so free the holrl.ing ring to revolve. The 
pictorial Yiew, fig. 22, will, it is hoped, 
make the construction and interaction 
of the various parts clear. 

In normal working the first motion of 
the worm c;rnses the cam ring to revolve 
suffidentlv to move the lock miler out of 
engageme{1t, after which the whole 
assembly rcYo!ves together. In the case of 
a trailing mowmcnt, it is the driving ring 
that first commences to move. It 
compre,%es the trailable spring, since the 
end faces constraining this are composite 

HOLDING RING 

ami~;:"~-~f-~;~;::~}) 
£1\~~~ CAM RING 

~----==~ ----
TRAILABLE SPRIN~ 1: I /WORM RING 

ABUTMENTS FOR \ '-----./-<::;_ ABUTMENT FOR SPRING KEEP 

SPRING KEEP ON ~ - -=----=ee:a-~cSc>s,,_,, 

BOTH CLUlCH SHOES 
AND DRIVING RING -

RACK CONNECTED 
TO CLAW BAR 

CAM RING AT A' OR 'B 

CLUTCH RING 

Fig. 22 Trailable Point Machine (pictorial) 
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011es, including abutments on hoth driving 
and the clutch shoes. MoYcmcnt of the 
driving ring, however, imparts motion to 
the cam ring by pressure at the aliutments 
A or B, according to direction of rotation, 
and thesmallamount of differential rotation 
permitted Lehveen the cam and hoklhig 
ring permits the movement of the cam ring 
to move the locking roller out of engage
ment, and so allow the holding ring to 
revolYe. The force necessary to compress 
the tnrilable spring permits the trailable 
frature to come into operation only ·when 
the thrust on the s\vilch blade exceeds a 
definitely specified value. The breaking 
of the detection rnntaets, tlnough the 
movement of the lifting ring, puts the 
detection out of correspondence with the 
le\·er in the cahin, and this causes cm alarm 
bell to sound, and a fuse to blow. The 
signalman must mo Ye his lever in to corres
pondence with the new position of the 
poi11ts before he attempts to renfl-v th(' fuse; 
otherwise it would immediateh· blow 
again. 

British Post-War Conditions 
From this necessary hricf rcfrre11ce lo 

some of the more im1)ortant practices on 
the Continent. of Europe, a return must 
now be made to Great Britain. In the 
later stages of the second World \Var 
interest in forms of fadug point lock in 
which the s,vitches were locked c1,gainst 
their own individual stock rail began to be 
revived in this country. This was partly 
due to troubles arisiug lrom arrears of 
maintenance in both :[X'.rtnanent way and 
rolling stock, due to war conditions. From 
the permanent. way point of view renewals 
of track and day-to-day maintenance work 
fell into arrears, resulting in a deterioration 
of standards generally and the likelihood 
of locking and detection becoming less 
accurate than had been customary before 
the ·war. This situation was aggra,·atcd 
Ly arrears of rolling stock maintenance, 
and the extending of the periods between 
general repairs of coaching stock, wagons, 
and locomotiYes beyond the normal peace
time intervals. As a result, tvrcs became 
more heaYily worn than pre~·iously, and 
flanges worn thinner, and to a sharper 
profile. The risk of splitting open facing 
points became increased from both the 
rolling stock and the permin1ent ,vay point 
of vie,v. Finer limits of detection were 

called Jor on existing types of point. 
detectors, demanding enhanced precision 
in manufacture; but at the same time 
attention came to lie dra,'1'11 to forms of 
facing point luck used 011 the Continent 
of Europe, among which were noticed the 
German hook lock :rnd claw lock. 

The S.N.C.F. Chair Lock 
Following the end of lhe war, ·when the 

wholesale destruction of railway track 
m1d equipment in France and Holland 
l'Jlabled those responsible for rehabilitation 
lo start once again with a clean sheet of 
paper, a new form of facing point lock was 
deYeloped in France, and subsequently 
adopted Yery widely on the S.N.C.F. 
This type of mechanism differs funda
mentally from liritish types in that each 
s\vitch is individually locked to its own 
stock rail when in the closed position 
lu this respect the s.::-;-. .F.C. type corres
ponds with established German stamhrrds 
though the method of accomplishment is 
quite different from the new st~-mdard 
chLw lock. Ou the s.::,;r.c.F. layout the 
drive rod is connected to two switch 
locking arms, each of which pivots on its 
own switch. These locking arms arc in 
the form of right angle cranks, one arm 
of which is connected to the driYe mech
anism; the other a.rm includes locking faces 
which e11gagc with corresponding faces in 
the lock hox chair castings, to afford the 
necessary mechanical locking. A special 
Ieature of this parlicular layout is that the 
lockbox is cast integrally with the first 
slide chair for the points. In this res1X'ct 
the S.N.C.F. arrangement differs from the 
German hook lock, which engages with a 
special lock piece bolted to the rail. For 
this reason the S.i\.C.F. arrangement 
has been referred to in this country as a 
"chair-lock." The accompm1ying illust
ration, fig. 23, shows the mechanism as 
originally developed in France, and as 
first brought to this country. 

The L. T .E. Chair Lock 
Chair locks of the French type were 

the subject of considerable interest when 
members of this Institution visited France 
in May, 1952, and examples were see11 in 
service <lt Bobigny and Bry-sur-Marne. 
A~ a resnlt of this investigation the London 
Transport Executive obtained a set of 
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Fig 23 S.N.C.F. Layout Adapted to L.T.E. Electro-Pneumatic Layout 

Fig. 24 L.T.E. Chair Lock Layout-Earls Court 
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apparatus and investigations were put in 
hand to sre how it could be adapted for use 
011 bull-head rails on London Trar1sport 
lines. An English version of the chair 
lock layout was made up, including the 
:-Hldiliun of a ground track luck, now stand
ard on all London Transport lines, and it 
was fitted to a pair of facing points aJ the 
east end of Earls Court Siation on the 
l)istrict Line (see fig. 24). As was remark
ed in the discussion in this Institution 
recently concerning the London Transport 
programme machine, one might have 
thought, with the chair lock also, that it 
might have bf'en tried out first on some 
quiet country branch. On the contrary, 
one could scarcely have found a location 
on London Tra1lsport lines where the 
innovation of tlie chair lock could have 
bern subjected to heavier or more frequent 
uµcration. Thc results i11 this very intense 
~ervice vve1e entirdy satisfactory. A 
nnrnbt•r of layouts incorporating the 
chair lof:k have now been put into service 
on London Transport lines. These latter 
include the ground track lock and an im
proyed method of electrical detection. 
Thf: method of working of the track lock 
is shown in the accompanying diagrams, 
figs. 25 and 26. Regarding the track lock, 
it should be added that it is standard 
London Transport practice to have the 
track lock energised on an entirely separate 
circuit from the signalbox and subject to 
the same controls as applied to the lever 
controlling operation of the point mech
:rnism itself. This provides a safeguard 
against any irregular movements under a 
passing train, or otherwise. The inclusion 
of this safety feature with the electro
pneumatic system makes it necessary for 
at least three separate and distinct circuit 
faults to occur simultaneously before any 
such irregular points movement can occur. 
An installation of this latest form of the 
chair lock at \Vatford, Metropolitan line, 
is shown in fig. 27. 

Electric Trailable Mechanisms 
On more than one occasion in papers 

presented to this Institution, reference has 
been made to the dilution in standards of 
operating staff on railways following the 
extremely severe conditions of the war and 
its immediate aftermath. Its effect upon 
signalbox equipment has been discussed, 
relating especially to staff discipline in 

' 

Fig. 27 Layout of L.T.E. Chair Lock, Watford, 
Metropolitan Line 

carrying out regulations and routines; 
but the same dilution in standards has also 
been respo11sible for the increase in the 
number of ru.n-throughs in shunting yards 
and station approaches where light engines 
and empty stock movements are concerned. 
The incidence of such run-throughs has 
revived interest in this country in point 
mechanisms that could be trailed ,vithout 
damage to the apparatus, and serious 
consideration has been given to the conti
nental type of point layouts and trailable 
point machines that have been in service in 
Germany and elsewhere for many years. 
The fact that British manufacturers 
secured contracts to supply power 
signalling equipment for the rehabilitation 
of the Spanish Railways, including the 
supply of trailable point machines, could 
not fail to increase the interest in such 
equipment growing up in this country. 
The Spanish layout is shown herewith, 
fig. 28. 

Conclusion 
Historically, it now seems that on the 

railways of this country there are distinct 
signs that the wheel is tending to tum full 
circle, so far as the locking of facing points 
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Fig. 28 Trailable Layout, Electrically Operated. 
Spanish National Railways 
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is concerned. Certainly the modern chair 
lock, as developed on· London Transport 
can be put in the direct line of sncce~sion 
from the prirnitivc idea of Strondlcy, tlie 
rotary earn mechanism of :.\kKenzit', Clunes 
& Holland, and Harrison's wedge lock. 
[ t remains to be seen how far this principle 
will be adopted in future work 011 the 
British main linc railways. \\'ith a rcturn 
to the first-class standards of pe'rmancnt 
·way maintenance traditional before \\'orld 
\Var II, which haw already been achieved. 
and which ·will need to be further enhanced 
to carry the accelerated services promised 
under the British Railways .}lodernisation 
Plan, the need for someth{ng rnorc than the 
simplc plunger lock may temporarily haYe 
receded; but it is not without signilicance 
that on the railway svstem where the new 
chair lock was firSt 3..clopted, and is now 
being installed as standard, the French 
National Railways, the scn·ices regularly 
operated are among the heaYiest and fast
est to be fonnd anywhere in the v,.-orld. 

In conclusion, in acknowledging the 
help of many friends mid colleagues I 
must thank particularly our President, 
Jlr. J. F. H. Tyler, who has made CL part
icnlarstudyof modern continental practice, 
::\fr R. Dell for information and diagrams 
concerning the London Transport chair 
lock, and Mr. A. F. Wigram, Signal Engin~ 
cer Korth Eastern Region, British 
Hailwavs for illustrations of the Harrison 
·wedge "lock still in service. In this 
Instituliou, also, it goes almost ·without 
saying that an author preparing a paper 
with a ]iistorical background naturally 
invokes the aid of ::\Ir. T. S. Lascelles, 
and recr:ivcs the most generous and com
prchensiYe help. The present paper has 
certainly been no exception; 1 am most 
grateful to him. Lastly I must thank my 
colleagues in the \VCstinghouse Brake 
& Sib>nal Company for their suggestions 
and help, particularly towards the prepara
tion of the drawings from which many of 
the slidrs ,vere made. 

DISCTSSION 

Thr: President said that :Mr. ::\""ock';; 
paper came at a Yery appropriate time. 
There had been, since the war, con~iderable 
interest in alternative methods of locking 
facing points. With the British method of 
facing points, with the prcs,·nt P. \\'. lay
out~, the position of the switch rail was 
detected relative to the centre of the 4-ft., 
as :\fr. Nock had ~aid. They were detected 
to a ver:,1 fine limit, to ;1-in:, lmt it was not 
made sure that the ~tock rail was still there 

<l ratlwr grave weakness. \Vhcreas, if 
tlic .s;vikh rail and the stock rail could be 
tied 1ogcther, and the ciYil engineer be left 
to look after the gauge, then the tolercmce 
could be 1-in., because the road would still 
bc safe f•\:e11 if it was I-in. to gauge. 

In this conntry, in addition to the chair
lock 011 the L.T.E. some attempt had been 
made on the main line,;, and }lr. Brentuall 
l1rLd killdly offrrrd to open the discnssion 
all(l tell them ,;omething of what had been 
done on tlw Lomlon l\Iidland Region. 

:Mr. E.G. Brentnall .said that Mr. :'-Jock 
had tahn them through the whole den'lop
ment of 1·acing point protection frnm its 
earlk,c,t days, and it was strang-c, but very 
noticeabli-, that there was later a te11dency 
to moV!' away from the original methods, 
and now a tendency to go back to them. 

The first illustrations shu,ved the switch 
rail being helil clo,;e to the stock rail, which, 
after all, was what should happen, and 
later, the straightforward plunger lock, in 
which }fr. Kock mentionrd that reliance 
was phLced on the maintenance of the pcr
rnane11t W<Ly. But there was some risk to 
lock the ~witch rail with respect to the 
centre of lhe four foot and not to the stock 
rail, which could move under certain cir
cumstances. \\'hen peoplc were dealing 
with rails 60-ft. in kngth, 1', -in. did not 
mean very much, hut it meant a good deal 
to the present-day ,;ignal e11gi11eer. 

The duty of the signal e11gineer was to 
place the switch rail up to the ,;.tock rail. 
If the road spread, that was 1101 l1is direct 
responsibility. 

\Vhere the switch rail was not held to the 
stock rail, if any apparatus from the trnin 
caught the lock ,c,trdcher, then it was 
possible for the o-witch to be pulled away 
from the rail and cause tronhlt>. Thal had 
happened on the London ::\1idland Region, 
when brake gear trailing .from CL locomotive 
Uid hit· tlie lock stretcher and pulled the 
do,c,ed switch awav from the ~tock rnil, 
resulting in a seriouS accident, eight vrhicks 
being completely derailed and two loco
motives being turned on their side. By 
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some miracle, no one was killed, but a 
number were injured. 

Efforts were made to find some means of 
locking the switch rail to the stock rail, and 
the London Midland Region tried to do it 
simply. Some trials \Vere being carried out 
at that time, using standard mechanical 
facing point locks and douhlc bolts, so that 
the closed switch was bolted to the stock 
rail in any case. The slide showed facing 
points so equipped. The arrangement was 
that the closed switch was bolted, and the 
open switch prowd open at l;:ast 3½-in. lf 
it should move more than that, it did not 
matter. The illustration was an arrangc
mcnt with mechanical detection, hut the 
London Midland Region had some instal
lations with electrical detection. 

\Vith regard to the ad-vantages of ground 
track locks, there were some possibilities, 
but as had been obvious from the pictures 
shown, the arrangement was very involved. 
Mr. Brentnall was rather of the opinion 
that, with double cutting of circuits and 
with suitable proving, a very high standard 
of safety was obtained. The question of 
additional expense ol ground track locks in 
general was doubtful. He believed that, 
on the main lines abroad, only Sweden used 
ground track locks; they had started to 
use them recently. 

Trailable mechani;m was used a good 
deal on the Continent, largely because 
there were no shunt signals. Again, it 
was a question whether the extra cost and 
expense on the mechanism was really 
worth while. 

Mr. T. S. Lascelles said Mr. Nock has 
referred to the anxiety felt at one time by 
engineers such as T. E. Harrison, about the 
use of facing points: this anxiety ,vas, I 
think, fully justified. In the four years 
1872 to 1875, during which period Harrison 
made the remark Mr. Nock has quoted, no 
fewer than 112 accidents occurred in the 
United Kingdom at facing points calling 
for official inquiries: how great was the 
improvement eventually achieved is re
flectedin the fact that from 1892 to 1902 only 
7 took place. The Board of Trade official 
requirements long said that facing points 
were to be provided a.s seldom as possible 
and also severely limited the distance from 
the lever at which they might be worked. 
In Harrison's time trains had to negotiate 
junctions at very reduced speeds, and if 
there had been many facing points journey 
times would haYe been seriously affected. 

The old installations at termini like Water
loo, Charing Cross and Cannon Street of 
,vhich firms like Saxby & Stevens were so 
proud, had no facing point locks and no 
detectors, for a long time. Therod~worked 
signals on the tops of the signalboxes, then 
usual, of course could not detect the 
points. This led to those designs of f.p. 
mechanism which tried to make the opera
tion of bolting accomplish the detecting 
hut later when separate detectors appeared 
the bolting became simpler. No doubt the 
simpler and more stra.ightfon-vard all such 
mechanism is the better --provided certain 
essential safeguards are given-my feeling 
is, looking at all the different contrivancf'S 
that have heen made, that 100'/ 0 protection 
against every conceivable contingency is 
not possible; in the last resort we nmst 
rely on well designed robust parts and first 
class inspl'ction and maintenance, hut of 
course we ought to try and r.over eYery 
likely source of failure. 

'fll.e trailc1.ble mechanism so much seen in 
Central Europe are not specifically f.p. 
mechanisms, for there all points arc con
structed alike, and additional bolting-by 
what a.re really detectors-is applied for 
running movements in the facing direction 
which temporarily suppresses the traila
bility. The likelihood of a nm-through, 
however, after a numing signal has been 
cleared is practically nil. In those coun
tries, long after we had taken to signalling 
shunt movements, all shunting was carried 
out without any signals and there was no 
interlocking between point levers making 
rnns-through much more likely-although 
trailing the points was strictly forbidden. 
This was the origin of Henning's and all 
the later equipment Mr. Nock has referred 
to. This is something to be clearly dis
tinguished from simple spring return 
points at passing loops or spring toggle 
points, not connected to a signalbox, and it 
complicates the locking frames in a way 
unknown to us. 

At large stations filled with power work
ing I think we might find trailability offer
ing some attractions as you cannot avoid 
a run-through now and then and if yon 
have one at the peak hour it can cause a 
very serious hold-up. I was told by Mr. 
Hird, the Swedish signal engineer, who 
read papers here you remember a few years 
ago, that although they went over to signall
ing e\'ery shunt movement they retained 
traila.bility largely for that reason but of 
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course they already had all their points and 
lock gear adapted to it, which we have not. 
\Ve should have to turn to new designs. 

As flfr. Nock says to study the details of 
all these devices i,; a long task-and I have 
been a witness to the very great thought 
and care he has devoted to his valuable 
paper and they all have something to be 
said, for and against them. Quite recently 
I read that ·when the Germans were in 
Russia in the war they applied Hcnning's
or the Bruchsal-poi.nt mechanism, which 
is in the 4~ft. like the Jiidel-and not their 
latest standard because it was much less 
interfered with by the severe weather con
ditions obtaining. 

Perhaps I might venture to point out 
that trailing through the double-wire 
points does not move the actual lever as 
expressed on p. 75-••-but moves the driving 
drum. into discordance with it and this 
lifts the catch-handle so that the mechan
ical locking becomes fouled. ~fr. Nock 
speaks of the apparatus on p. 72 as not 
being trailablc but I think the hook 
mechanism there shown would be: I am 
not quite clear on that. I take it trailing 
would merely force the air back in the 
cylinder so that at lea.st there would be no 
actual damage, of course the points would-
if nothing else is provided-return to the 
orig:ina,l position-and truly " trailable " 
points in the Gr-.nnan sense do not do that, 
I admit. VVe cannot give too much care 
and attention to the problem of making 
facing points as safe as humanly possible, 
for without that they must offer elements 
of grave risk and it is very valuable to have 
the question brought before us again by 
this paper, in continuation of the work done 
bv the late Mr. Griffiths. 

"Mr. H. W. Hadaway entirely agreed 
with one of the points that had been made 
in the paper-the question of the accuracy 
and good maintenance of the pennanent 
way. It was one of the problems facing 
the signal r-J1gineer in designing hi,; point 
equipment. Generally, he was dealing 
with apparatus that had to function to 
small tolerances but with the permanent 
way engineer, the smallest dimension he 
wa.s prepared to observe was something of a 
much larger order. There was quite a 
large gap between views which seemed to 
be difficult to bridge. Mr. Hada,vay did 
feel that they could get to the state they 
wanted to achieve. For the necessary 
accuracy of operation, the pennanent way 

engineer would ha,·e to work to much closer 
limits than at present. The permanent 
way point layout ,vas not sufficiently stable 
and moved too easily and the signal 
engineer had great difficulty in observing 
his standards if, in the course of a few 
operations, the permanent way ironwork 
dimensions had changed. 

In Mr. Hadaway's cxpericnct1, much 
better operation of points was found in 
tube tmmels, where the ironwork and thn
bers were located more securely in a con
crete bed, than was the case where the 
timbers were merely 01i the balla.-;t. 

Since ~fr. Hadaway had been concerned 
with the installation of chairlock equip
ment, it might be useful to mention that, 
on London Transport, there were approx
imately 50 sets of chairlock points now in 
operation. In installing these points. 
London Transport hacl faced up to most 
situations the signal engineer experienced 
in the installation of equipment. Not only 
had chairlocks been put down on brand 
new layouts, but the problems of change
overs had been met--whcrc, after the 
cessation of traffic one night, by the next 
morning: (at most, a period of five or six 
hours) the \vhole layout had had to be 
changed from one type to another. The 
chairlock had shown up very well under 
those conditions. 

In the paper, reference was made to the 
circuits for track locks being separate, but 
identical in fonn to the circuits for control 
of the points. That ·was not quite the case. 
The circuit for a tracklock was made to 
contain only the actual track circuits 
which were· covering the layout of the 
points, and any additional circuits, such as 
a time control relay or signal proving 
which might appear in the point control, 
were excluded from the ground track lock 
circuit. 

Reference was made in the paper to the 
installation of ground track locks by the 
L.M.S. Railway in the early 1930's. Mr. 
Hadaway was not sure whether that wa.s in
tended to he the first installation of track 
locking which was known, but the L.T.E. 
did have track locks in 1927. 

Reference was made to the ground track 
lock being an integral part of the chairlock 
layout itself. London Transport did not 
install ground track locks on all their chair-
locks·--only for facing moves. . 

There was a separate valve for operatmg: 
the ground track lock, and London Trans-
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port did make a special feature of seeing 
that the g-rnund track lock was installr.<l in 
~uch a pOsition that no one person could 
touch or reach the point valve at the same 
time as being able to handle the Yalve of 
the ground track lock. 

Mr. D. G. Shipp refernxl to the matter 
which had he,:;n raised lw r,,-rr. Hadawav 
when lw said he <lislikrd relying on the \vort 
of the ci\·il engineer if it could affect tlw 
proper working of the signalling equipment. 
It sc\:mcd to Ivlr. Shipp that the chairlock 
would hr affected by spreading of the road 
u11Je,;s a particular form of drive Wf're used. 

In Jig. 18, imagine the switch to11gur 
being closrd to its stock rail and the lug to 
the left of the diagram attached to a drive 
rod. Now, if the stock rail sl10nld spread 
to the right, then the effect would hr the 
same as if the drive rod had bet'n pulkd to 
tlie left, so the hook would be mowd awa\' 
from its fully loekt'd position and thC 
ekctrical detection ,vould be broken. Al
though that was a right-side failure, it did 
mec1n that the proper working of tlie equip
ment was dependent on the track being held 
corru:tly to gauge. 

This would nOt occur if the drive rod is 
able to follow up any such moYement, and 
that could be obtained if the d1ive were 
obtained from a pneumatic cylinder. 

On the LT.E. such a pneumatic drive 
was usrd, but :11r. Shipp understood that 
this was arranged so that the piston came 
to the end of its strolw at the same time as 
the hook assumed its fully hooked position, 
.~o that tlierc was no follow-up availahlt' to 
look after the track spre,Lding to gauge. 

He would be gratcfnl if the author or !\.'Ir. 
Holdaway would comment on this question 
of driYe in rd at ion to spreading of the gauge. 

Mr. N. F. Reed ,:,aid that on the railways 
of Australia, they used pneumatic µoirlt 
layouts quite extensin;ly, and elrctro
p1w11rnatic ground tracklocks. As he un
derstood it, with a stand,u-d layout, 1-,'Tound 
tracklocks were au ekctro-pneumatic de
vice, but with chair locks, a pneumatic 
cylindc-r was llSed for the purpose. 

In connection with the protection of 
electrically uµerakd facing points. ther,) 
had been no device for a ground track lock 
userl. The same result was achie-ved bv 
an isolating relay, as it w;is called, con
nected dircdJ:y in the point motor circuit; 
and. in his opinion, it had almost the same 
effect. 

Even though double cutting was in use, 

it could not cause the point motor to 
ope-rate, hC'rnuse the lock circuit at the 
machine itself was open in those circum
,,tances. 

Mr. C. P. B. Hodgson said that, with 
regard to the question of lhe relationship 
between all tlw elements of faci11g point 
lavouts, on the railway with wbich he wa-; 
co'nnected for many yCars, the gauge- of the 
permanent \vay was maintained by a steel 
sole plale which ran 011 the slide chair 
sleeper from one side to tlic o(lwr, and in
clndrcl the fastening oI the Jock, rlctcdor, 
stock rails, and everything cmmectC'd with 
the layout. So the gauge nen•r spread 
and there was nu trouble at all in kcl·ping 
the corrcrl rehttiouship l,ct\veen the \·arious 
clements. 

Mr, P. A. Langley, with regard to the 
t'conomical lock, rnmidenxI that it should 
be used with extreme caution, particularly 
on running lines. Ov.,ing to the incidence 
of \Vrar and tear there is a risk of the lever 
movement being completed and due to the 
loss of stroke the points may not be fitting. 
It is then necessary to rely on the ddcction 
to prevent a mo-ve:rnent bring signalled ,md 
with mechanical cktection there is a risk of 
obtaining the signal ]t'ver by stretching 
the ·wire. 

In crrtain circnmstances a plunger type 
facing point lock can be employed in lieu of 
detection whereas, of course, an economical 
lock cannot. 

In the case of power working, tlw facing 
point lock can be an integral part of the 
machine and, of course, electrical detec1 ion 
is always provided. 

Trail'ahlc mechanbms are of ncrc.~sity 
complic.-i.tul and would, therefore, be e:-.
pensiw to install and maintain and would 
only br· justified in large stations and powrr 
interlocking;; where delay due to nm
throughs is serious. 

\Vith regard to chair loch. these lrnvr 
the following advautages:-

1. The rigid F.P. lock stretcher bar is 
cLbolished and the foll henefit of the 
permanrnt wa~· flexible strctcbcr bar 
is obtained, thus resulting in easier 
working of lhe points. 

2. The points can he adjusted to widened 
gauge without resorting to packing. 

3. if tlw track spreads unrlcr load, it will 
not lw possible for a wheel flang<' to 
get between the switch and ~tock rail 
because the closed switch will be 
securely locked to the stock rail and 
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derailment will be prevented. 
The author had said that the wlwcl is 

te11diug to turn a full circle so far as the 
locking of facing points is concerned. Mr, 
Langley ventured to suggest that they 
were no\v on a second revolution. Every 
additional item of equipmrnt ·wa..~ a poten
tial source of failure and it not only added 
to the initial cost of an installati011 but 
additional maintenance was also involved. 

Mr. A. Cardani said that not being 
particularly mechanically minded, he had 
made rather heavy weather in following 
the mechanisms recorded in the paper. 

\Vould, therefore, the author confinn his 
impression that, as regards all the traila
c1.blc mechanisms described, if there was a 
rigid connection between the mechanism 
and the actuating lever, then a shear pin, 
or its equivalent, was essential. 

Further, if in this country, we should un
couple the switch rails in order to achieve 
trailabiiity, he felt that we should have to 
give comi.deration to stiffening the switch 
rail section towards the toe; otherwise 
there would be a possibility of the tongue 
to he opened remaining closed at some 
point towards the heel as a result of an ob
struction such as clip left on inadvertently 
or a broken slide. 

This hazard could, of course, be mini
mised by additional drive connectio11s hut 
at thr cost of increased complications and 
expense. Perhaps the author would care 
to comment on this point. 

Mr. D. J. W. Brough mentioned that, 
on the Southern Region, a turnout having 
'· G" switches had recently been installed 
at Worting Junction. The length of the 
switch rails was nearly 60-ft., and because 
of their great length three drives and two 
facing point locks had been provided. 

On p. 57 of the paper there was a refer
rncc to " 1876, fifty-one yC'ar,; after the 
ope11ing of the first public railway in the 
world. " Surely, this could not lx~ 
right, as the \vorld's first public rnilway-
the SuTTey Iron Railway•, was opened in 
1803. Possibly, however, ~fr. Nock was 
using the worci " railway" in the modrm 
sense, meaning a line which worked all its 
traffic bv mechanical traction. In this 
case it would seem that the date implied 
should be JS:-«) (the year in which the 
Liverpool & Manchester Railway was 
opened), rather than 1825, which was, of 
course, the year of opening of the Stockton 
& Darlington Railway. 

Mr. J, P. Coley could not agree that the 
track lock was always so superfluous as )1r. 
Brentnall and r-.Ir. Reed had seemed to 
suggest. He had in mind in particular 
the chair Jock. 

Referring to fig. 18, on the left-hand side 
of the diagram there was an air cylinder 
connected to the hook itself, and when air 
wa:, applied to th:H cylinder, it drove the 
hook round to its position behind the lock 
face. Xonnallv, there would be a small 
clearance betw"een the hook and the lock 
face, but in the e\·ent of loss of air on the 
cvlinder, then the hook would make con
tii.ct with the lock face. }1r. Coley had 
some grounds for feeling convinced that, 
under these conditions, vibration caused 
by a train going ow"'.r the points could cause 
the hook to move back to or towards the 
unlocked position. The addition of the 
track lock prevented such a dangerous 
condition from arising. 

Mr. H. W. Hadaway, referring to the 
point raised by Mr. Shipp regarding the 
point motor and its stroke, said that that 
question was one that had posed problems 
prior to the chair lock, and it really sprang 
from the time when it was decided to 
change from the old leather-packed piston 
to the cylinder using piston rings. The 
leather-packed piston was of such a 
character that it wa.s able to seal the 
cylinder and prewnt air leaking; but with 
the nse of piston rings, to prevent air leaks 
and to seal the c_ylinder ade4uatcly, the 
motor had to compktc its strokr. This 
meant an adjustment of the point layout, 
in order that the point motor itself might be 
adjusted to complete its stroke, rather than 
leaving a little in hand, should it be wanted 
at any time. 

Pei-sonally, Mr. Hadav,·av would prefer 
to have the adjustment available to adjust 
th,:, point movement; it wa.<; a pity that 
feature had been lost in changing the type 
of cylinckr. That was his own personal 
view· he did not know that others would 
agree with him on that point. He hoped 
that, with constant changes in design, they 
1night yet find an agent to use in point 
cylinders, which would retain the advan
tages of rings and leather-packed pistons 
combined, so that there would be a seal at 
each end of the point cylinder. 

Regarding Mr. Coley's point, 1fr. Hada
way had had some expe1ience of installing 
the~e points and had yet to learn of any 
tendency for points to change due to 
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yibration at any time. He thought that 
Mr. Coley had said that normally air was 
maintained on the points to ensure keeping 
them in position. It would be quite an 
unusual feature for the air to be missing 
from the points. He had no personal 
experience which would lead him to believe 
that it was possible for points to attempt 
to move, once they were locked, on the 
chair lock type of layout. 

The President referred to the claw lock, 
fig. 21, about which very little had been 
said, that was to say, the ·standard German 
lock It was a trai\able lock which meant 
that there could be no stretching trailablc 
lock between the switches There was no 
need to fix the switch rails precisely in 
relation to one another. There was a real 
difficulty in anchoring down the stock 
rails, which often have to withstand side 
thrusts measured in tons. It seemed to 
liim that anything that could be done to 
eliminate the fine limits in the setting of 
facing layouts was to be commended. In 
considering point layouts of the future, he 
would like to put forward a plea for the 
claw lock. 

Mr. W. J, Sadler said that, on p. 57, 
reference was made to the absence of facing 
points on the Settle & Carlisle extension of 
the Midland Railway. At that time, 
thr:rc was a ,~hurt limit in the distance from 
the points to the signalbox. If facing 
points were used for loops and facing sidings, 
it would lmve meant two signalboxes to 
control movements, and in that rugged and 
isolated country, it wonld not only have 
been -very costly, but very difficult to staff 
!:iignalboxes. 

With regard to shunting trains on the 
wrong line, that \Vas quite a normal pro
cedure of traffic operation; but in 1904, he 
believed, there was a very serious disaster, 
at Xorton Fitzwarren when a train was 
actually shunted o.n to the wrong line, for
gottr.n by the signalman and a passenger 
train collided wilh it. This caused the 
development of mechanical reminder or 
sequential locking before the introduction 
of track circuiting. 

lt was rather unfortunate that the author 
did not go a bit farther, because the Mid
land Railway Company, so far as Mr. Sadler 
was aware, was the only railway which did 
not use the plunger facing point lock. The 
whole of the facing points on the Midland 
Railway were worked and detected by the 
Langley & Prince economic facing point 

lock, and Mackenzie & Holland were given 
a licence to manufacture it for sale to those 
who wished to use it. There are manv of 
those facing points locks used today ilnd, 
by and large, they worked efficiently and 
were reliable. 

That was not the first economic facing 
point lock used on the Midland Railway. 
The Midland was so determined to olitain 
economic working, that prior to Langley & 
Prince's they used a rack and pinion device 
and so provided actuation and locking of 
points in either position by the same lever. 
That particular principle had a very intt>rest
ing effect on the mechanical signalling policy 
of the Company. To perform the un
locking, actuation and relocking oI points 
by one move entailed a travel of about 10-in. 
It would be realised that to obtain this long 
stroke at the facing point lock considerable 
power was required. For that reason, 
the Midland Railway adopted the stroke 
of 6½-in. on the rodding. That was 
possibly why the Midland type of lever 
frame was very high in mechanical effici
ency the total travel of the lever 
handle being 4-ft. 3-in. Other Railway 
Companies, who used a low centre type of 
frame, had tried the Midland facing point 
lock but could not work it, because tlie 
mechanical efficiency of their lever frames 
was lower. That was the reason why the 
R.C.H. Committee, in 1921, propoSed a 
standard design of lever frame on the Mid
land model. 'These particular features 
arose to a very large extent, because the 
Midland insisted on using the economic 
type of facing point lock to keep down the 
size of signalboxes. 

It was onlv when the Midland took over 
the London," Tilbury and Southend Rail
way in 1913, that the )1idlanrl. had to deal 
with independent type plunger locb. 

'n1e use of this Langley & Prince's 
economic type facing point lock meant that 
invariably the stroke of the switches was 
limited absolutely to 4¼-in. For that 
reason, it was very important to make sure 
that every endeaYour was nc;ed to prevent 
spreading of the stock rails. At that time, 
on the Midland Railway, the sole plate was 
under the toe of the points. They had 
holding strips on the sole plate to retain 
the slide chairs and they also had trouble 
with creeping of the switches a result of 
which it was decided to anchor the switches 
to the stock rail. These sole plate strips 
and switch anchors were embodied in the 
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R.B.S. design of points. Of course, when 
this lock ,vas adopted, the switches were 
hinged and only 18-ft. long and the lock 
bar 20-ft., but as time went on, thev had 
24-ft. spring switches and lock bars '45.ft. 
or SO-ft. long worked with the facing point 
locks. Sow, the policy was, where pos::-iblc 
to abolish economic facing point locks, hut 
in many cases, they were still bring made 
and put in. 

An historical point in comwction with 
the working of facing points was on the old 
Caledonian Section. They had not single 
plungers, locking both ways, but had two 
separate plungers and two separate levers 
in the signalbox. ,vhen the route was 
signalled for the main line, one lever was 
pulled and the second one was used to bolt 
the points reverse. 

\Vith the de\'clopment of facing point 
lock practice and the allmvance by the 
l\.:[inistry of Transport of greater distance 
from the signalbox it was found that the 
worki1ig of the equipment lJecamr -.;cry 
heavy indeed, particularly with long facing 
point lock bars. That rai.,;ed the question 
of pro\'iding some other alternatiYe method 
for holding facing points and led to the 
replacement of mechanical locking bars by 
mechanical depression bars, at the points, 
which, when depressed by a train, locked 
the mechanism and prevented unbolting 
under the train. If points were required 
tu be trailable stretcher rods could not he 
used. Each switch mu~t bl' entirely 
separate, but according to requirements 
laid down by the Ministry of Transport 
points must be tied together by at lcast 
two stretcher rods. The points could not 
be made trailable by using the deYice 
known as the Hakcnschloss they had see11 
that evening, but it was interestlng (o note 
the chair lock as used by the '.--,.N.C.1'. 
which although the princiJ)le was similar 
to the Haken;.chloss, did haYe point,; co11-

nected with stretcher rods, a leading 
feature which could influence the adoptiml. 
of that type of lock in this country. 

Mr. 0. S. Nock in his reply said that in 
listening to the discussion he had become 

even more conscious of the great variety 
of apparatus that could he used for the 
protection of facing points. He had pre
pared a general survey himself, and in the 
discussion, many other ways of doing the 
same job had been instanced. Amot1g the 
purely British methods, Mr. Brentnall had 
shown the double plungPr lock deYiscd on 
the London Midland Region, while Mr. 
Sadler had refeued to the Langley and 
Prince lock extensivelv used on the )Edland. 

Practically all the' problems connected 
with the protection of facing points, as a 
modern problem at any rate, can be traced 
to the inescapable fact that whatever pre
ventatiws are employed, the road is going 
to mon. There might be means oI holding 
the gauge, hy use of solcplates or ticbars as 
mentioned by Mr. Hodgson, and Mr. Sadler 
had reforred to the practice standard in 
this countrv for many years of adding butt
plates to assist iu taking the side thrusts. 
Dl'spitc all precautions howe\'er, one still 
experienced spread of the gauge, such arc 
the c,ide thrusts imparted by the passagr 
of trains at speed. 

Mr. Ilad,iway mentioned the question of 
the difficulty of keeping detect.ion. Mr. 
Nock had seen detection lost after the 
passage of a single train, but one of the 
difficulties one often came across, particu
larly in large city stations, was the difficulty 
of getting propl'f drainage. The track 
floated about, crept, and made it most 
difficult to maintain detection. One had 
to design apparatus to try and eliminate 
that kind of trouble, and he thought that 
their Presirknt had wry aptly summed up 
the reyuirements of signalling gear and 
point locking gear, in saying that we had 
got to have something that was not sus
ceptible to those small changes. 

The President,in moving a very cordial 
vote of thanks to Mr. Kock, said that the 
paper was a very fine contribution to the 
records of the Institution and, with the 
paper given in 19:~6 by Mr. Griffiths, 
formed very complete information on 
facing point detection. 

This was carried with acclamation. 


